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What is it?  
The pupil premium is funding allocated to schools for the specific purpose of 
boosting the attainment of pupils from low-income families. Funding is allocated to 
schools to work with pupils who have been registered for free school meals at any 
point in the last six years (known as ‘Ever 6 FSM’). Schools also receive funding for 
children who have been looked after continuously for more than six months, and 
children of service personnel.  
 

Why has it been introduced?  
The Government believes that the Pupil Premium, which is additional to main school 
funding, is the best way to address the current underlying inequalities between 
children eligible for Free School Meals (FSM) and their wealthier peers by ensuring 
that funding to tackle disadvantage reaches the pupils who need it most. Whilst 
schools are free to spend the Pupil Premium as they see fit we are required to 
publish online information about how we have used the Premium.  
 

For the financial year April 2018 – March 2019 our school has received £80645 

 
 

During 2018-19 we used the Pupil Premium in the following ways:  
 

a. Emotional Support Unit – staffed by trained Inclusion Officers, 
reducing disability related learning barriers and facilitating  

o employment of one full time member of staff. 
o strategies to improve students’ approach to learning and skills for learning.  
o BLOT software used to track behaviour to inform interventions by highlighting 

areas of the timetable pupils struggle with. 
o learning conversations held to improve attendance in class and achievement 

of personal target. 
 

b. Enhanced partnership working  
o proportionate employment of an Attendance Intervention Manager, to 

effectively follow up absence and plan and implement strategies for persistent 
absentees.  Approximately 47% of the school population is FSM/PP and this 
is reflected in how the PP funding is applied to the AIM’s role. 

 

c. Academic intervention strategies have been additionally resourced 
and enhanced  

o Employment of a full time specialist TA for the Learning Support Unit. 
o Budget allowance for Dyslexia and other learning difficulty needs through 

intervention practices used in the LSU.  
o Specialist TA used across the Academy for assessment of Dyslexia and 

yearly tests during KS2 transition and information given to new form tutors to 
help with the transition of PP pupils. 

o The specialist TA attends the Summer PEP meeting for LAC during KS2 
transition. 



o LAC pupils are given 1:1 and small group intervention for two timetabled 
sessions at KS3. 

o At KS4 pupils work to further extend the amount of Aim Awards they can ecru 
with support from the specialist TA 

 

Impact of the Pupil Premium Staff  
 

Emotional support intervention: 
Across the school’s enhanced provision PP students benefit from these improved 
staffing ratios in accessing support for their emotional needs. This may include time 
in any of the related provisions – Emotional Support Unit, Additional Needs Unit and 
Nurture Unit. Data reflects that 81% of PP students consistently access these 
additional needs provisions. 100% of students have access to emotional support and 
related learning conversations and redirection/engagement activities. 
 

Academic intervention: 
Through the use of the Learning Ladder assessment tool used by both the specialist 
TA and English/ Maths teachers. The following data reflects the excellent progress 
seen by Pupil Premium pupils at Loxley Hall. 
 

Summer 2018 Analysis 
English:      Reading - 81% achieved their yearly target (school average 77%) 
          Writing - 74% achieved their yearly target (school average 70%) 
Maths:         66% achieved their yearly target, matching the school average. 
 
 

 Currently KS3 LAC pupils have already achieved their yearly targets in:   
o Reading - 66%,  
o Writing - 33%  
o Maths 50%.      
o  Currently KS4 LAC pupils have achieved targets as follows:   
o L1 Certificate (50% being Maths/ English) 
o 66% of LAC Cohort making better than expected progress 
o 33% of Cohort (1 pupil) below expected progress but still achieved L1 

extended certificate                           
o (Easter data 2019). 

 

Data will be updated following the end of the current academic year and will include 
progress compared to baseline scores in their core skills. 
 

Whilst formal interventions were incorporated into KS3, Pupil Premium throughout 
Y11 was used to support engagement in personalised curricula, ensuring that the 
Pupil Premium cohort maintained progress towards their Yr 11 accreditation. 
 

Any analysis of Pupil Premium in Y10 has been done on an individual basis, 
reflecting the diverse nature of the cohort and the many external factors impinging on 
their education success and involvement. 
 



This year we plan to use the Pupil Premium as follows:  
 

a. Emotional Support Unit  
o Continue to employ a full-time inclusion officers to engage students. 

This represents a projection of approximately 50% of PP students 
across the school.  

o Facility to act as a self-referral method for students in emotional crisis. 
o Funding towards engagement activities on offer in the ESU and its’ 

adjacent plant and animal garden, fishpond and greenhouse.  
o Purchase of materials to support redirection activities and trips related 

to building positive attachments and assist in promotion of positive 
mental health.  

o Improve student outcomes from allowing students to self-manage and 
offer close adult support on emotional/ social difficulties. Data reflects 
individuals accessing such support improves task completion which in 
turn improves academic achievement. 
 

 

b. Enhanced partnership working  
o Continued assessment of attendance records and data. 
o Timely interventions and family support for persistent absentees 
o Signposting to appropriate professional agencies 
o Completion of EHAs in consultation with families 
o Links to safeguarding increasingly effective 
o AIM accessing CPD at a high level to ensure best practice and 

provision 
 

 

c. Academic intervention strategies have been additionally resourced and 
enhanced  

o Specialist TA to keep up to date with new methods of delivering 
interventions.  

o The LSU has moved to more of a central position within the school 
environment. Overtime it is hoped that the larger space will help the 
more reluctant learners engage more effectively.  

o Academic progress tracked using the CAT data and learning ladders 
and academic interventions used by the specialist TA and form staff. 

o To improve the transition period of KS2 pupils, use information from the 
pupil’s EHCP to inform IBPs and Pen Portraits. Specialist TA to 
populate Loxley records to inform KS3 staff as part of the transition 
process. 

o Look to review the use of the specialist TA at KS4 now all KS4 pupils 
are taught their academic curriculum at Loxley.  

 


